The agreement of the nuclear equation of state (EoS) deduced from the GW170817 based tidal deformability with the one obtained from empirical data on microscopic nuclei is examined. It is found that suitably chosen experimental data on isoscalar and isovector modes of nuclear excitations together with the observed maximum neutron star mass constrain the EoS which displays a very good congruence with the GW170817 inspired one. The giant resonances in nuclei are found to be instrumental in limiting the tidal deformability parameter and the radius of neutron star in somewhat narrower bounds. At the 1σ level, the values of the canonical tidal deformability Λ 1.4 and the neutron star radius R 1.4 come out to be 267 ± 144 and 11.6 ± 1.0 km, respectively.
Introduction.-After the detection of gravitational waves from the GW170817 binary neutron star merger event [1] , the rich connection between the very large and the very small nuclear objects has developed more intensely. During the last stages of the inspiral motion of the coalescing neutron stars (NSs), the strong gravity of each of them induces a tidal deformation in the companion star. Decoding the gravitational wave phase evolution caused by that deformation [2] allows the determination of the dimensionless tidal deformability parameter Λ [3] [4] [5] . It is a measure of the response to the gravitational pull on the neutron star surface correlating with pressure gradients inside the NS and, therefore, it has been proposed as an effective probe of the equation of state (EoS) of nuclear matter relevant for neutron stars [6, 7] . A comparatively large value of Λ, for example, points to a neutron star of large radius [8] [9] [10] . This translates into a stiffer nuclear matter EoS and, hence, a comparatively larger neutron skin of a heavy nucleus on the terrestrial plane [11] . Early analysis of the GW170817 event [1] puts an upper limit to the binary tidal deformabilityΛ at ≈ 800 for the component neutron stars with masses in the range ≈ 1.17 − 1.6 M ⊙ involved in the merger event under the low spin prior scenario.Λ is defined as Λ = 16 13 (12q + 1)Λ 1 + (12 + q)q 4 Λ 2 (1 + q) 5 ,
where Λ 1,2 are the tidal deformabilities of the neutron stars of masses M 1 and M 2 and q = M 2 /M 1 ≤ 1 is the binary's mass ratio. The masses of the binary components are constrained by the chirp mass M = (M 1 M 2 ) 3/5 /(M 1 + M 2 ) 1/5 = 1.188M ⊙ for GW170817 event, where M ⊙ is the solar mass. When q = 1,Λ reduces to Λ and is calculated from Λ = 2 3
, where k 2 is the second Love number [1] , R being the radius of the neutron star. After the initial proposition, the value ofΛ has gone through several revisions [9, 12, 13] . Ref. [9] reportedΛ = 222
for a uniform component-mass prior at the 90% credible level; with a few plausible assumptions, a restrictive constraint is now set for a canonical Λ (=Λ 1.4 , for a neutron star of mass 1.4M ⊙ ) at 190 +390 −120 [13] and the radii of both the lighter and the heavier neutron stars in the merger event at R 1,2 = 11.9 ± 1.4 km. From the spectral parameterization of the defining function p(ρ) (p=pressure) to fit the observational template, the pressure inside the NS at supranormal densities is also predicted. Complementing the electromagnetic probes that determine the maximum mass of neutron stars (2.01
+0.17
−0.15 ) [14] [15] [16] , GW-based probes of the neutron star structure thus set the stage for exploring the nuclear matter EoS at large densities.
First-principle calculations of nuclear matter EoS at subsaturation densities in chiral effective field theory (CEFT) [17] and at very high densities in perturbative QCD [18, 19] are robust. The problem of generating the most generic family of NS-matter EoS at intermediate densities that interpolates between these reliable theoretical estimates consistent with the observational constraints on M max NS and the tidal deformability has been recently addressed [8] . A significant constraint on the nuclear matter EoS is found from the inspection that the low density EoS must be stiff enough to support a NS of mass ≈ 2M ⊙ but soft enough so thatΛ < 800 [12] . Revisiting this problem with a huge number of parametrically constructed plausible different EoSs connecting the low density and the high density end, Most et.al [20] find that, for a purely hadronic star, the tidal deformability is constrained at Λ 1.4 > 375 at 2σ confidence level. A non-parametric method for inferring the universal neutron star matter EoS from GW observations is also reported recently [21] with the canonical deformability Λ 1.4 = 160 +448 −133 at 90% confidence level. A lower bound on the tidal deformability ≈ 400 is also set from the analysis of the UV-optical-infrared counterpart of GW170817 complemented with numerical relativity results [22] . Similar analysis, but, with a larger number of models pushes the lower bound to ≈ 200 [23] .
Through a combination of laboratory data on light nuclei and sophisticated microscopic modeling of the subsaturation EoS from CEFT [24] [25] [26] [27] , attempts have been made to arrive at values of the tidal deformability. Using a relativistic mean field (RMF) inspired family of EoS models calibrated to provide a good description of a set of selective properties of finite nuclei, the impact of the tidal deformability on the neutron-skin of 208 Pb and on the NS mass and radius has also been addressed [11] . The varying outcomes point to the fact that the connection of the tidal deformability to the laboratory data is not yet fully transparent and that more stringent constraints on the isovector sector of the effective interaction are needed. From newfound strong correlations of Λ 1.4 and R 1.4 with a set of selective linear combinations of isoscalar and isovector properties of nuclear matter, it is realized that such constraints may be provided by the isovector giant resonances in conjunction with the isoscalar resonances in finite nuclei. To have a better understanding of these particularities, in this communication, we perform an analysis of the suitability of some often-used Skyrme models to explain isoscalar and isovector giant resonance data and examine their predictions for Λ 1.4 . Simultaneously, attention is given to the analysis of the astrophysical constraint on the neutron star maximum mass M max N S [14, 15] ; this encodes pressure gradient information from mapping the varying neutronproton asymmetry over a large density range. Later, by fitting a broader-based set of isoscalar and isovector data along with the observed NS mass constraint, we propose a new EoS with the uncertainties estimated within the covariance analysis and check its compatibility with the GW data. The calculation is model dependent in the sense that the EoS is taken to be a smooth function of density and avoids possibilities of phase transitions to exotic form of matter when more drastic changes in the density behavior of the EoS are considered.
Motivation from existing trends.-We resort to the Skyrme framework for this study. For the suitability analysis of the Skyrme EDFs, we choose among them twenty eight EDFs that are more representative. They include the set of thirteen 'best' EDFs (CSkP set) used in Ref. [28] . These are: KDE0v1, LNS, NRAPR, Ska25s20, Ska35s20, SKRA, SkT1, SkT2, SkT3, SQMC700, Sv-sym32, Sly4, SkM*. Another set of thirteen Skyme EDFs used in Ref. [29] are also taken to examine the correlation of the neutron star radius with some key parameters of symmetric and asymmetric nuclear matter. They are: Ska, Skb, SkI2, SkI3, SkI5, SkI6, Sly2, Sly230a, Sly9, SkMP, SkOP, SK255 and SK272. To this list of twenty six, two recent EDFs, Skχm * [30] and KDE0-J34 [31] are further included; they are compliant with the measured dipole polarizability of few nuclei. The Skχm * EDF, in addition, reproduces the theoretical predictions on properties of asymmetric nuclear matter from CEFT [32, 33] . All these EDFs provide a satisfactory reproduction of the binding energies of finite nuclei and their charge radii, and obey reasonable constraints on the properties of symmetric nuclear matter such as the energy per nucleon (e 0 = −15.8 ± 0.5 MeV), the saturation density (ρ 0 = 0.16 ± 0.01 fm −3 ), the isoscalar nucleon effective mass ( m * 0 m =0.6-1.0) and the isoscalar nuclear incompressibility ( K 0 = 240 ± 30 MeV).
The twenty eight EDFs mentioned above were constructed with emphasis on different biases for the selection of data on finite nuclei and nuclear matter properties. We would like to have a closer look into these EDFs by analyzing their ability to explain few further significant data related to isoscalar and isovector properties of finite nuclei and draw inference on the consistency of the EDFs in explaining observables concerning neutron star masses and their tidal deformability. The experimental data of particular interest for finite nuclei are the centroid energy E c GMR of the isoscalar giant monopole resonance (IS-GMR), the peak energy E Fig.1 show the lower bound of the observed maximum value of the NS mass (= 1.97M ⊙ ) that an ac- ceptable EDF must support. To calculate the neutron star properties, the EoS for its crust is taken from the Baym, Pethick and Sutherland model [35] in the density range ρ ≈ 4.8×10 −9 fm −3 to 2.6×10 −4 fm −3 . The structure of the core is calculated from the EDFs with the assumption of a charge neutral uniform plasma of neutrons, protons, electrons and muons in β-equilibrium. The EoS for the region between the inner edge of the outer crust and the beginning of outer core defined by the crust-core transition density is appropriately interpolated using a polytropic form [36] . This method may introduce uncertainties in the determination of the radius of low and intermediate NS masses [37] [38] [39] . We have estimated an average uncertainty of ≈2% on Λ 1.4 by comparing the present results with the ones obtained from unified EoSs. Fig.1(a) shows that the constraint on the NS maximum mass alone filters out some EDFs. A good fraction of the EDFs with effective masses above 0.75 m fails to achieve the lower bound on M Fig.1(b) . The EDFs with effective masses in the lower end of the spectrum (red solid circles, m * 0 m < 0.65) are seen to be excluded from consideration; lower effective masses tend to yield higher values of ISGMR energies than desired. The further constraint of satisfying the IVGDR peak energy (13.43 MeV; in Ref. [40] , a large width of 4.07 MeV is ascribed to it. We take a conservative estimate of 2 MeV for the width) for 208 Pb (marked with further magenta-colored star) eliminates few more EDFs as shown in Fig.1(c) and, as is also seen there that, it forces the focus on effective mass values in the middle range (0.65-0.75)m. On top of these, imposition of the next constraint concerning the dipole polarizability α D for 208 Pb (19.6 ±0.6 fm 3 ) leaves open the question of the suitability of most of the EDFs, as is seen from the inspection of Fig.1(d) . EDFs satisfying the constraint on α D are marked by orange diamonds, those satisfying criteria concerning both the IVGDR peak energy and α D are marked by yellow triangles (see Table I of the Supplemental Material [41] for details on 28 EDFs). Fig.1(d) shows that among the selected twenty eight EDFs, only three satisfy all the constraints considered. They are the interactions Sly2, Sly4 and KDE0-J34. For these three EDFs, the effective mass is ≈ 0.7m, and the isovector mass splitting ∆m * 0 is negative. It is of interest to note that the constraints on the maximum NS mass and the ISGMR datum in 208 Pb can not delineate the sign of the values of ∆m * 0 , positive or negative; the extra constraint on the peak energy of IVGDR in 208 Pb is in favour of a negative ∆m * 0 , the final constraint on the dipole polarizability settles this issue. The value of the nucleon effective mass (0.7m) is in very good agreement with that obtained from the optical model analysis of nucleon-nucleus scattering [42] , but the negative value of the isospin-splitted effective mass, at variance with most theoretical predictions [34, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , needs possibly a more critical examination. Presently we do not discuss this matter except mentioning that a recent EDF [50] based on the Gibbs-Duhem relation and specifically designed to fit a wide variety of 'pseudo data' corresponding to infinite nuclear matter and the experimental energy weighted sum rule for a few nuclei yields a value for the nucleon effective mass that is very close ( m * 0 m = 0.68) to what we find from this analysis and also gives a negative value for ∆m * 0 (=−0.2δ). Here, δ is the isospin asymmetry of nuclear matter defined as δ = (ρ n − ρ p )/ρ, ρ n and ρ p being the neutron and proton densities, respectively.
The role of the empirical data in sensitively constraining the tidal deformability parameter Λ should now be stressed. One sees from Fig.1 that from the total twenty eight EDFs chosen, Λ 1.4 stretches out from 100 to 1000, the NS mass constraint shrinks the band width to ≈ 270-1000, the IS-GMR datum shrinks it to ≈270-760, the IVGDR peak energy squeezes it further to ≈270-590 and Λ 1.4 settles it at ≈ 290-330 when filtered through the choices of all the data considered; it lies in midway of the observed band width for Λ 1.4 deduced from the GW170817 event [13] . This survey suggests that there are models that can endure the constraint on the observed M max NS , but many of them would not fit the experimental data on the properties of the ISGMR and IVGDR simultaneously due to the weak correlations among them as discussed later. We would like to emphasize that the conclusion drawn from Fig.1 is only indicative of the value of the tidal deformability and serves as the motivation for the quantitative investigation that follows.
Constraining tidal deformability from measured properties of finite nuclei.-To reassess the bounds on the tidal deformability more accurately, a new Skyrme EDF cali- brated with a wider fit data base is proposed. The constraints include the observed maximum NS mass M max NS , the binding energies of spherical magic nuclei, their charge radii, the ISGMR energy of 208 Pb and its dipole polarizability. In addition, the ISGMR energies of 90 Zr and 120 Sn and the dipole polarizibility α D of 48 Ca, 68 Ni and 120 Sn are included in the fitting protocol.
It is observed that for the models employed in Fig.1 , E The optimized χ 2 -function from the fit to all the input data (M max NS and measured properties of finite nuclei as mentioned) yields the EDF parameters. They are listed in Table I along with their errors obtained within the covariance method [30, 51, 52] . Some selected properties of is comfortably obeyed; the tidal deformability parameter (Λ 1.4 ) and the NS radius R 1.4 are also found to be in very good agreement with that reported in Ref. [13] , the errors are more contained though. The value of the neutron-skin ∆r np for 208 Pb is 0.15 ± 0.05 fm. Since the experimental value of tidal deformability is not yet settled, tolerance of the fit of the calculated observables with the data is further tested by arbitrarily constraining Λ 1.4 to different values. As a demonstrative example we use an extra constraint in our fit Λ 1.4 = 500 ± 100. The outcome is model SkΛ484 with Λ 1.4 = 484 (see Table IV of the Supplemental Material [41] for the parameters). The model SkΛ267 is found to be more compatible with the measured properties of finite nuclei. A comparison of different observables related to nuclear matter and NS properties calculated with SkΛ267 and SkΛ484 is given in Table  III and IV of the Supplemental Material [41] . One may note the closeness of the nuclear matter observables obtained from SkΛ267 and those from the interaction SLy4 [53] . In SLy4, instead of the IVGDR as fit data as used in this paper, the isotopic properties of forces beyond the β-stability line were dictated by having a good reproduction of neutron-matter EoS obtained variationally by Wiringa et. al [54, 55] .
The prediction of the EoSs SkΛ267 and SkΛ484 for the pressure of the neutron star matter as a function of density is displayed in Fig.3 and compared with that deduced from the GW170817 event [13] . As expected, SkΛ267 is somewhat softer than SkΛ484. Overall, the agreement between theory and experiment is very good; the delineation among the two theoretical EoSs is, however, done through the microscopic lens of the measured properties of finite nuclei as already stated. Both EDFs maintain causality in the density TABLE I: Parameters for the model SkΛ267 and the resulting nuclear matter and neutron star properties along with their errors in the parenthesis. J 0 is the symmetry energy coefficient, L 0 is related to its density derivative [50] . range encountered in the interior of the neutron stars; they become acausal beyond ρ ≈ 8ρ 0 which is slightly higher than the central density ≈ 7.0ρ 0 for the maximum mass.
Remarks.-GW-based measurements of the macroscopic properties of neutron stars offer a very promising means of looking deeper into the nuclear microphysics governing the internal structure of the neutron stars and of obtaining sound informative constraints on the nuclear EoS at subnormal and supranormal densities. We have explored in this communication how the low density laboratory-data inspired nuclear matter EoS connects with that obtained from GW-based data. We show that the pressure-density variation deduced from GW analysis is in very good agreement with a parametric form of the EoS designed to comply with properly chosen nuclear observables sensitive to the isoscalar and isovector parts of the nuclear interaction together with the NS mass constraint. The tidal deformability parameter is now constrained at ≈ 267 ± 144 (267± 236) at 1σ level (90% confidence level). We note that a recent reanalysis [56] of the GW-based data leads to a considerable stretching of the bounds on the tidal deformability although the central value (≈ 200) maintains an extremely good consistency with those obtained earlier or with that obtained by us. On the other hand, the EoS derived from a neural network [57] having as input observational data from several neutron stars leads to Λ 1.4 = 320±120 which is entirely consistent with the values derived here. Constraining NS properties from low-energy nuclear physics thus seems very meaningful. All nuclear properties, both isoscalar and isovector, derived from our EoS are in very comfortable agreement with their fiducial values. The values of the incompressibility, the symmetry energy and its density derivative indicate that the EoS is soft at densities near saturation; the conformity of the low value of the tidal deformability with the most recent estimates shows that the EoS is soft over a wider range of densities and thus leaves the question open on how to identify a possible phase transition in the neutron star core. Future detections of binary star mergers by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration may settle this issue.
